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Case Studies in Legal Research Methodologies

2018

this collection is a follow on to legal research methods principles and
practicalities preface

Conducting Law and Society Research

2009

this book provides students and scholars with a candid look at how empirical
research projects actually happen

Conducting Law and Society Research

2009

this book provides students and scholars with a candid look at how empirical
research projects actually happen

Reflections on Global Law

2013-11-21

reflections on global law provides an interesting and vital look into the
newly emerging field of global law it allows the possibility for readers to
discover global law from the perspective of various academic experts who stem
from a whole range of different legal disciplines in a globalised world it is
important that one is able to look beyond the local given that there are now
a whole host of different types of jurisdictions at work this book touches
upon the interdisciplinary character and complexities of global law and
demonstrates the further need within academia to delve into this newly
emerging field of law

Conducting Law and Society Research

2009-05-25

this book provides students and scholars with a candid look at how empirical
research projects actually happen focusing on the interdisciplinary law and
society field more than twenty interviews with authors of classic projects
from sociology anthropology psychology political science law and history the
chapters are unique in their honesty they help readers to understand the
choices challenges and uncertainty that go into even some of the best
research projects

Empirical Legal Research in Action

2018-06-29

empirical legal research is a growing field of academic expertise yet lawyers
are not always familiar with the possibilities and limitations of the
available methods empirical legal research in action presents readers with
first hand experiences of empirical research on law and legal issues
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Some Reflections on Jurisprudence

2011-06-16

this 1949 work investigates the arguments and theories of writers on
jurisprudence so far as they make contact with positive law

Reflections on International Law

2023-05-25

for 40 years lindy melman has been a publisher in heart and soul some of the
authors she encountered along the way have dedicated an essay to her to
celebrate this milestone this book contains essays written by leading human
rights and international law scholars from different parts of the world
discussing a wide range of topics from indigenous peoples to the persistent
relevance of the travaux préparatoires of the genocide convention and the
conflict between eu law and international investment law

Reflections on International Law from the Low
Countries

1998-01-01

this work brings together 28 essays specially written by international
lawyers based in or associated with the netherlands belgium to honour
professor paul de waart on his retirement from the vrije universiteit
amsterdam the experience insight derived from his careers as journalist
foreign affairs officer diplomat pragmatic administrator law professor have
made him a distinguished scholar his work has resulted in a host of academic
publications on contemporary international law issues the topics are
clustered around the main foci of the research interests of paul de waart
including international economic law development human rights international
criminal jurisdiction the united nations peace security the protection of
cultural property the environment international dispute settlement the
international law communities in the low countries are linked through many
bonds such as language dutch flemish legal history common teachers frequent
inter university contacts as such the book may be viewed as a reflection of
international law studies as they are currently practised in these two
countries

Reflections on 'The Concept of Law'

2011-09-22

hla hart s the concept of law is one of the most influential works of
philosophy of the twentieth century redefining the field of legal philosophy
and introducing generations of students to philosophical reflection on the
nature of law since its publication in 1961 an industry of academic research
and debate has grown up around the book disputing refining and developing
hart s work under the sheer volume of competing interpretations of the book
the original contexts cultural and intellectual that shaped hart s project
can be obscured in this book renowned legal historian awb simpson attempts to
sweep aside the volumes of academic criticism and return to troy i revealing
the world of post war oxford that produced hart and his famous book drawing
on his personal experience of studying and teaching in oxford at the time
hart developed the concept of law simpson recreates with characteristic wit
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the social and intellectual culture of oxford philosophy and the law faculty
in the 1950s he traces hart s early work and influences within and outside
oxford showing how hart developed his picture of philosophy and its potential
for enriching the understanding of law he also lays bare the painful
shortcomings of post war oxford academia depicting a world of eccentric dons
and intellectual cyclopses isolated and closed to broad interdisciplinary
exchange arguing that hart did not escape from the limitations of his
intellectual world simpson s entertaining and controversial account of the
world that produced the concept of law will be essential reading for all
those engaged in interpreting and teaching the seminal book and an engaging
read for anyone interested in the history of oxford philosophy and legal
education

Marriage Studies

1980

marriage studies volume iv edited by john a alesandro 1990 188pp isbn
0943616484this text focuses on reflections in canon law and theology with
contributions by carlo caffarra on marriage and the human person as well as
english translations of materials by ernesto fiore mario f pompedda daniel
faltin pedro j viladrich thomas g doran and bruno callieri

Facts and Norms in Law

2016-07-27

facts and norms in law interdisciplinary reflections on legal method presents
an innovative collection of essays on the relationship between descriptive
and normative elements in legal inquiry and legal practice what role does
empirical data play in law new insights in philosophy the social sciences and
the humanities have forced the relationship between facts and norms on to the
agenda especially for legal scholars doing interdisciplinary work this timely
volume carefully combines critical perspectives from a range of different
disciplinary traditions and theoretical positions

Property and Contract

2022-01-13

this book explores a range of comparative issues in and in the relationship
between property law and contract law in english and spanish law it also
draws on other jurisdictions the purpose is to give readers access to
discussions of these areas of private law that are not easily accessible
elsewhere it goes further however than simply setting out similarities and
differences it provides an insightful analysis of key points of interest in
the comparison of the legal systems discussed

Global Reflections on Children’s Rights and the Law

2021-07-22

thirty years after the adoption of the un convention of the rights of the
child this book provides diverse perspectives from countries and regions
across the globe on its implementation critique and potential for reform the
book revolves around key issues including progress in implementing the crc
worldwide how to include children in legal proceedings how to uphold children
s various civil rights how to best assist children at risk and discussions
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surrounding children s identity rights in a changing familial order
discussion of the crc is both compelling and polarizing and the book portrays
the enthusiasm around these topics through contrasting and comparative
opinions on a range of topics the work provides varying perspectives from
many different countries and regions offering a wealth of insight on topics
that will be of significant interest to scholars and practitioners working in
the areas of children s rights and justice

Mediation in the Reflection of Law and Society

2021-12-08

despite slow progress in use mediation continues to consolidate its presence
in dispute resolution this important book argues that a more favourable socio
legal climate must be created for mediation to thrive and accordingly
analyses the legal cultural social systemic and spatial aspects of the use of
mediation in the legal practice of the different countries of the european
union eu based on a spatiotemporal analysis and models of mediation in the eu
it pinpoints the social and cultural reasons for the fragmentation of its
legal regulation and shows what paths are available to promote the effective
implementation of mediation in social practice it is the first book to
capture the socio legal context of mediation a spatiotemporal analysis of the
extent of use of mediation in a region as large and at the same time as
diverse as the eu has never been carried out before using various
methodological and conceptual approaches to analyse the legal and social
aspects of introducing mediation to legal systems the authors all with long
term experience in the exercise and research of mediation directly in the
field provide invaluable insights into such facets of the use of mediation as
the following the social context that raises the need for mediation obstacles
to the wider use of mediation in resolving disputes between parties the
effects of social influences reflected in legislation that shape the laws of
each country the basic models that make up the system of access to mediation
in specific eu member states the role of law as a tool for social change and
its reflection in the legal regulation of mediation and perspectives for
further development of mediation in the eu the legislative efforts proposed
to enhance the regulation of mediation in eu countries are based on modern
knowledge of law sociology and psychology as a unique combination of
exploration of the theoretical determinants of mediation and an empirical
study of the extent of its use in the european area this book s fundamental
contribution to the legal theory and practice of mediation is inarguable its
analysis of mediation from three perspectives as a means of improving
citizens access to justice as a means of applying social justice in society
and as a means of restorative justice are of the utmost value in today s
global society for users of mediation eu institutions involved in mediation
eu member state authorities addressing the issue of mediation and the wider
dispute resolution community worldwide the book will be welcomed for the
giant steps it takes toward refining arguments for the promotion of mediation
and its development in theory research and practice

Invisible Institutionalisms

2020

taking its cue from theoretical and ideological calls to challenge
globalisation as a dynamic of homogenisation and resistance as led from and
directed against the global north this volume asks what can we see when we
shift the lens beyond a north south binary based on empirical studies of
frontier zones of legal globalisation in india pakistan and latin america the
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book adopts an original format framed as a relational dialogue between newer
as well as more prominent scholars within the field from various cores
through to postcolonial academic peripheries it questions structural
variables in the shadows of legal globalisation and how we as scholars build
a space for critique

Research Handbook on Human Rights and Humanitarian
Law

2022-05-03

transport economics is a revised and refined fourth edition of a well
established textbook which applies economic analysis to transport issues each
chapter has been carefully reworked and includes new material dealing with
the regulation of transport markets to assist in pedagogy twenty or so free
standing exhibits now provide a variety of case studies and narratives to
supplement the text more up to date examples and illustrations also make the
understanding of economic principles easier and assist in the assimilation of
economic concepts

Teaching Family Law

2023

this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the teaching of an eclectic
range of family law topics and the unique opportunities and challenges of
teaching family law in different jurisdictions from a varied international
perspective written by leading legal scholars the book addresses a gap in the
scholarship to comprehensively and systematically analyse the teaching of
family law the first part of the book explores ways of teaching the varied
range of topics under the heading of family law and captures the diverse
approaches to the discipline chapters illustrate how the subject can be best
taught in an interdisciplinary way that considers feminist perspectives and
the philosophy of teaching while encompassing legal positivism empirical
research and critical legal theory the second part of the book examines
teaching in different jurisdictions and illustrates policy and practice in
australia new zealand the united states canada the united kingdom hong kong
and south africa showcasing examples of best practice of teaching family law
the book will be essential reading for legal scholars as well as researchers
and postgraduate students in the fields of family law and legal education

Legal Intellectuals in Conversation

2012-08-03

in this book the author interviews ten legal experts that in the late 20th
century changed the way we understand and use theory in law today

Marriage Studies : reflections in canon law and
theology. 2

1982

this book on legal education is based upon many of author aalt willem heringa
s experiences as a professor and dean heringa has noted that there is
relatively little literature and research about legal education and felt it
was necessary to discuss the present state the book focuses on many issues
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such as teaching itself employability the mission and focus of law schools
the future of law schools in this age of internationalization student intake
the link with the labor markets as well as many other issues one of the
conclusions drawn is that law schools will have to seek their own position
and niche and that they will have different roles the book also focuses on
the need for law school deans and leaders to set clear mission statements and
strategies and work towards education that provides all the necessary skills
and knowledge that students can take with them into their future careers
series ius commune europaeum vol 115

Reflections on International Law from the Low
Countries

2023-09-25

the field of socio legal research has encountered three fundamental
challenges over the last three decades it has been criticized for paying
insufficient attention to legal doctrine for failing to develop a sound
theoretical foundation and for not keeping pace with the effects of the
increasing globalization and internationalization of law state and society
this book examines these three challenges from a methodological standpoint it
addresses the first two by demonstrating that legal sociology has much to say
about justice as a kind of social experience and has always engaged
theoretically with forms of normativity albeit on its own empirical terms
rather than on legal theory s analytical terms the book then explores the
third challenge a result of the changing nature of society by highlighting
the move from the industrial relations of early modernity to the post
industrial conditions of late modernity an age dominated by information
technology it poses the question whether socio legal research has
sufficiently reassessed its own theoretical premises regarding the
relationship between law state and society so as to grasp the new social and
cultural forms of organization specific to the twenty first century s global
societies

Reflections on the Natural and Acquired Endowments
Requisite for the Study of the Law

1793*

starting from the assertion that crisis is part of the essence of labour law
this volume brings together researchers in the field who accepted the
challenge to critically reflect on this branch of the discipline as the covid
19 pandemic has had a global impact labour law across the world must come to
terms with a new reality in this context it would be prudent to adapt to new
circumstances by taking known paths to this end this book reflects on what
effectively constitutes labour law considering questions which are not usual
within labour law insights from philosophical sociological and even economic
standpoints are mobilised to reconcile the past with the future of labour law

Legal Education

2013

this book explores the comparative issues in the relationship between
property law and contract law in english and spanish law it also draws on
other jurisdictions little is written on this in either english or spanish
meaning it gives english private lawyers exposure to material previously not
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easily accessible it goes further however than simply setting out
similarities differences it provides an insightful analysis of both systems
key points of interest

Normativity in Legal Sociology

2014-11-17

excerpt from reflections of a lawyer even if the judges be perfectly honest
not much justice can be expected to be done with his best intentions the
judge cannot gauge the honesty of the witnesses cannot tell who is telling
the truth and who is not the judge himself must grope in the dark about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

Philosophical and Sociological Reflections on
Labour Law in Times of Crisis

2022-05-13

bringing together established and emerging voices in critical terrorism
studies cts this book offers fresh and dynamic reflections on cts and
envisages possible lines of future research and ways forward the volume is
structured in three sections the first opens a space for intellectual
engagement with other disciplines such as sociology peace studies critical
pedagogy and indigenous studies the second looks at topics that have not
received much attention within cts such as silences in discourses the
politics of counting dead bodies temporality or anarchism the third presents
ways of performing cts through research based artistic performances and
productions overall the volume opens up a space for broadening and pushing
cts forward in new and imaginative ways this book will be of interest to
students of critical terrorism studies critical security studies sociology
and international relations in general chapters 2 of this book are available
for free in open access at taylorfrancis com it has been made available under
a creative commons attribution 4 0 international 4 0 license

Property and Contract

2018-04-24

although the term populism features prominently in public debates in europe
and beyond and has become a catch all phrase in politics as in the media the
concept as such has still not been sufficiently defined this book aims to
close the existing research gap on comparative research of populist phenomena
in europe asia sub sahara africa and latin america

Reflections of a Lawyer (Classic Reprint)

1988
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this book addresses one central question if justice is to be done in the name
of the community how far do the decision makers need to reflect the community
either in their profile or in the opinions they espouse each contributor
provides an answer on the basis of a careful analysis of the rules
assumptions and practices relating to their own national judicial system and
legal culture written by national experts the essays illustrate a variety of
institutional designs towards a better reflection of the community the
involvement of lay people is often most visible in judicial appointments at
senior court level with political representatives sometimes appointing judges
they consider the lay involvement in the judicial system more widely from the
role of juries to the role of specialist lay judges and lay assessors in
lower courts and tribunals this lay input into judicial appointments is
explored in light of the principle of judicial independence the contributors
also critically discuss the extent to which judicial action is legitimised by
any democratic pedigree of the judges or their decisions the book thus offers
a range of perspectives all shaped by distinctive constitutional and legal
cultures on the thorny relationship between the principle of judicial
independence and the idea of democratic accountability of the judiciary

Law and Social Change

2023-05-16
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Contemporary Reflections on Critical Terrorism
Studies

2016-05-19

this collection written by legal scholars from around the world offers
insights into a variety of topics from children s rights to criminal law
jurisprudence medical ethics and more its breadth reflects the fact that
these are all elements of what can broadly be called law and society that
enterprise that is interested in law s place or influence in diffferent
aspects of real lives and understands law to be simultaneously symbol
philosophy and action it also testament to the broad range of vision of
professor michael freeman in whose honour the volume was conceived the
contributions are divided into categories which reflect his distinguished
career and publications over 85 books and countless articles including
pioneering work on children s rights domestic violence religious law
jurisprudence law and culture family law and medicine ethics and the law as
well as his enduring commitment to interdisciplinarity

Populism within Europe and Beyond its Borders

2016-10-15

reflections on the debate between trade and environment a study guide for law
students researchers and academics this book is intended to provide
information for students researchers and academics in the field of
international environmental law and the law of international trade it could
serve as a simple guide in this regard it discusses the trade and environment
debate with relevant case studies and legislation from wto and eu
jurisprudential perspectives the book also pays attention to the relevance of
this debate regarding african countries in their implementation of trade and
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environmental policies within the context of a green economy and how these
relate to pertinent environmental issues such as climate change pollution and
waste trade

Fair Reflection of Society in Judicial Systems - A
Comparative Study

2021-02-25

the book is intended to be a contribution to comparative knowledge on what a
final and constitutional court s role and significance are to governance in a
developing country it provides a recently retired judge s insights into the
substantive work and function of the supreme court in ghanaian society and
ghana s legal and political system the book throws light on the role played
by the supreme court in the development of ghanaian law and the laying of the
foundation for ghana s constitutional democracy the establishment of a
constitutional democracy in ghana has been an important factor in the nation
s development and the supreme court has had an important role to play in this
process it will also be invaluable to both academic and practising lawyers as
well as at non lawyers interested in the function and operations of the
supreme court the study of the supreme courts of emerging democracies should
be given some emphasis in comparative law it is hoped that the material
contained in this book will contribute to the facilitation of such emphasis

Reflections on the Making of the Modern Law of the
Sea

2022-10-15

the sars cov 2 virus pandemic has halted the global economy and forced its
reorganization on many levels this phenomenon caused a shock the effects of
which will be felt for a long time both on the micro and macro scale creative
industries including the fashion and design industries textile clothing
leather and footwear tclf that are the subject of this publication are
struggling to maintain normal levels of production employment financial
liquidity they must additionally confront new challenges in the areas of
intellectual property rights and their approach to the e commerce world
businesses found themselves faced with an uncertain future and new obstacles
but also with opportunities these challenges now affect the traditionally
fastpaced fashion sector which has been driven for many years by consumers
desire for ever more design and by the industry s own thirst for profit in
the polish perspective it should also be borne in mind that according to the
report of pko bank polski in 2019 the clothing industry in poland showed an
upward trend ranking the country in 8th place in europe by size of the
clothing sector in 2017 as for the entrepreneurs making clothing in 2017
there were 12 700 of them placing poland third in europe finally for
employment in the same year in poland 85 000 were employed in the clothing
sector which was the 5th place in the european ranking these statistics
clearly demonstrate why this sector requires closer analysis in these changed
times including a refreshed swot analysis taking account of the new reality
given this situation the center for design fashion and advertising law of the
university of silesia initiated research to determine how the clothing sector
in poland is coping and how the legal environment interacts with the covid
challenges thanks to a joint effort of scientists and legal practitioners
this publication was created consisting of 39 chapters grouped into the
following 12 parts social and legal context international and regulatory
context product safety contracts copyright law design law and trademark law
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technology law unfair competition law labour law fine arts market sustainable
development e commerce the editors would like to thank all of the authors for
their efforts examining the development trends in the tclf sector and for
contributing the immeasurable amounts of energy and understanding that
allowed us to complete this project this book is the result of the authors
significant commitment editors would like to give special thanks to Śląski
holding przemysłowy that shared the company s expertise about their two large
industrial production plants employing over 500 employees which kept working
in a continuous operation system without a single case of infection by covid
19 we are grateful to the institutions that undertook honorary patronage of
our initiative words of thanks go also to the strategic content and media
partners the premiere of the publication will take place in conjunction with
a music premiere details of which can be found on the cover

Politics， Economy and Law in Developing Asia: A
Reflection on Law and Development

2015-08-27

this book studies major works of literature from classical antiquity to the
present that reflect crises in the evolution of western law the move from a
prelegal to a legal society in the eumenides the christianization of germanic
law in njal s saga the disenchantment with medieval customary law in reynard
the fox the reception of roman law in a variety of renaissance texts the
conflict between law and equity in antigone and the merchant of venice the
eighteenth century codification controversy in the works of kleist the modern
debate between pure and free law in kafka s the trial and other fin de siècle
works and the effects of totalitarianism the theory of universal guilt and
anarchism in the twentieth century using principles from the anthropological
theory of legal evolution the book locates the works in their legal contexts
and traces through them the gradual dissociation over the centuries of law
and morality it thereby associates and illuminates these masterpieces from an
original point of view and contributes a new dimension to the study of
literature and law in contrast to prevailing adherents of law and literature
this book professes literature and law in which the emphasis is historical
rather than theoretical substantive rather than rhetorical and literary
rather than legal instead of adducing the literary work to illustrate debates
about modern law this book consults the history of law as an essential aid to
the understanding of the literary text and its conflicts

Law in Society: Reflections on Children, Family,
Culture and Philosophy

2014-01

the adoption of the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples by the
united nations general assembly on 13 september 2007 was acclaimed as a major
success for the united nations system given the extent to which it
consolidates and develops the international corpus of indigenous rights this
is the first in depth academic analysis of this far reaching instrument
indigenous representatives have argued that the rights contained in the
declaration and the processes by which it was formulated obligate affected
states to accept the validity of its provisions and its interpretation of
contested concepts such as culture land ownership and self determination this
edited collection contains essays written by the main protagonists in the
development of the declaration indigenous representatives and field leading
academics it offers a comprehensive institutional thematic and regional
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analysis of the declaration in particular it explores the declaration s
normative resonance for international law and considers the ways in which
this international instrument could catalyse institutional action and
influence the development of national laws and policies on indigenous issues

Reflections on the Debate Between Trade and
Environment

2015

Reflections on the Supreme Court of Ghana

2021-04-26

Fashion Industry Copes with Covid-19. A Legal,
Technological and Sociological Reflection

2018-06-05

The Mirror of Justice

2011-01-12

Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples

2021-10-29

Law, Justice and Human Rights in India:
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